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Wells International Hotel is a five-star hotel in Hwaseong City, where the
consumption is very high.
Lin Ziming had also come to eat this time before. They were all business
executives who invited him over to eat in order to flatter him.
This time Murong Xue agreed to eat in this hotel.
Lin Ziming originally wanted Chu Fei to eat together, but Chu Fei said she
was empty. Now Chu Fei’s main energy is on the family’s business, which
makes Lin Ziming very helpless. But fortunately, since Chu Fei swallowed
the Heaven and Earth Spirit Fruit, her realm has soared to the innate realm.
Although she is not very strong in terms of strength, it is definitely enough
for Chu Fei as a female class.
So even if Chu Fei gets busy, she won’t be tired easily. Otherwise, Lin
Ziming would not let Chu Fei work so hard.
Speaking of it, the chance to meet Murong Xue again this time still touched
Lin Ziming and reminded him of many things that happened when he was a
child.
Murongxue is his childhood sweetheart, and he has been in a good
relationship since he was a child. The grandfathers of both sides had also
made a baby kiss. If it weren’t for the incident five years ago, he would most
likely be married to Murongxue.
But fate is really hard to say. If it hadn’t happened in reality, how could he
have thought that his destiny would usher in such a big change?
Moreover, if this big change hadn’t happened in the middle, it would be
absolutely impossible for him to grow up to today’s level with his
easy-going personality.
It is not easy to say whether it is a blessing or a curse.
In any case, this is his destiny.
Lin Ziming didn’t pay attention to any ostentation. He went to the Wells
Hotel by himself. On the way, he received a call from Murongxue and asked
him whether he was there. The tone conveyed something meaningful.
On Murongxue’s side, after hanging up the phone, someone next to him
immediately asked, “What’s the situation, is this guy Lin Ziming here?”
Many people looked at Murongxue. They were all luxuriously dressed
young people with extraordinary temperament. They knew they were from
extraordinary background. They all showed mocking smiles on their faces,
and their eyes were full of teasing.
Murongxue nodded and said, “Well, I said I’m already on the road, I believe
I will be there soon.”
“Hahaha, that’s great, speaking of it, we haven’t seen Lin Ziming for a long
time, and we don’t know if he has been doing well in the past few years,
whether he has made a fortune!”
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“Haha, he made a big fortune. He was expelled from the Lin family five
years ago by Lin Shanhe. He has already been inferior to a dog. You don’t
want to think about it. If Lin Ziming really mixes well, he Will there still be
no cars?”
“I feel that Lin Ziming is also a very capable person. At the beginning, he
was considered a celebrity in Hwaseong. In our circle, he is also ranked high.
Even if he is expelled from the Lin family, he will not live so poorly. ?”
“Cut, you don’t know anything about that. How good do you really think
Lin Ziming is? He didn’t rely on the second youngest of the Lin family to be
able to eat well in the circle at the beginning. After leaving the Lin family,
you really think he still Be promising? It’s impossible!”
“It makes sense. By the way, he made a special appointment with Murong
for dinner tonight, I’m afraid he wants to retell his old love, haha.”
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